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Abstract

This comment revisits Chung and Ely’s [6] paper in which robustly optimal auc-
tions where investigated. Chung and Ely used a maxmin approach to define robust
optimality. Chung and Ely provided conditions under which dominant strategy auc-
tions are robustly optimal in their sense. This comment argues that Chung and Ely’s
maxmin definition of robustly optimal auctions requires too little of an optimal auction.
It is shown that, after a small amendment of Chung and Ely’s definition, dominant
strategy auctions are not optimal, and indeed no auction is optimal. We argue that it
is almost obvious that Chung and Ely’s definition should be amended in the way that
we propose. Our construction of mechanisms that are superior to dominant strategy
mechanisms is very simple, and is built on the possibility of side bets if beliefs are not
derived from common priors, as is assumed in Chung and Ely [6].

Chung and Ely [6] (hereafter abbreviated as “CE”) address the important question when
a mechanism designer who does not want to make restrictive assumptions about agents’
beliefs about each other will find it optimal to choose a dominant strategy mechanism.
While this question can be asked in the context of many applications of mechanism design,
CE study the question in the specific context of an expected revenue maximizing seller
who wants to sell a single object to buyers who have quasi-linear preferences and private
values.

CE construct a notion of optimality for mechanisms that reflects that the mechanism
designer wants to make no assumptions about agents’ beliefs. In particular, importantly,
the mechanism designer in CE does not assume that agents’ beliefs are derived from a
common prior. CE refer to mechanisms that are optimal in their sense as having “maxmin
foundations.” CE’s main result provides sufficient conditions for dominant strategy auc-
tions to have maxmin foundations. These sufficient conditions generalize Myerson’s [14]
regularity conditions by allowing for correlated values.
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In this comment we argue that CE’s definition of optimality is too permissive to be
persuasive. As a consequence, dominant strategy mechanisms have maxmin foundations
according to their definition, even though the seller could clearly do better (in a sense to be
made precise) using alternative mechanisms. A small, but plausible modification of CE’s
notion of optimality leads to the conclusion that in CE’s setting no dominant strategy
mechanism has modified maxmin foundations. Indeed, there are no mechanisms, neither
with nor without dominant strategies, that have modified maxmin foundations.

The logic of our argument is simple and certainly not surprising. Every mechanism,
with or without dominant strategies, can be improved upon from the revenue maximizing
seller’s perspective by allowing the bidders to enter into side bets with each other on a third
bidder’s type,1 and charging any bidder who enters into such a side bet a fee. If bidders
have subjective beliefs that are not derived from a common prior, then sometimes bidders
find such side bets so profitable that they are willing to pay the fee to the auctioneer. The
auctioneer can make the size of the bets arbitrarily large, and can then charge arbitrarily
large fees. Every mechanism can be improved by allowing even larger side bets, and
charging even higher fees. Therefore, no mechanism has modified maxmin foundations.

The fact that CE’s model allows subjective beliefs that are not derived from a common
prior is crucial to this note’s argument. Our critique is not valid if common priors are
assumed, because Milgrom and Stokey’s theorem [10] on the impossibility of speculative
trade in the presence of a common prior rules out side bets. The absence of a common prior
is important for CE’s proof of their main result, as this proof is based on the construction
of a particular type space with subjective, inconsistent beliefs. CE do discuss how their
results would change if only common prior type spaces were considered. We return to this
issue in Section 3.

The argument that we make here does not only apply to the auction setting of CE.
It also implies, for example, that for analogous settings with public goods that there are
no interim welfare optimal mechanisms. In short, the agenda of robust mechanism design
faces difficulties when quasi-linear preferences are assumed and beliefs that are not derived
from a common prior are allowed.
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1We assume that there are at least three bidders.
2A further discussion of these difficulties, including a formalization of the argument made in this note

in a general mechanism design setting, is in Section 10 of Chapter 9 of Börgers [2]. The definition of one
mechanism being superior to another mechanism that we use in this paper was also used in various guises
in Smith [16] and Börgers and Smith [3], [4]. In those papers the main point was to show how in robust
mechanism design one can get around impossibility results on dominant strategy mechanisms by finding
mechanisms that are superior to dominant strategy mechanisms. By contrast, in the current paper, the
focus is not on an impossibility result, but on an optimality result for dominant strategy mechanisms.
Moreover, in the earlier papers side bets did not play a role.
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1 Chung and Ely’s Result

The setting in CE is a classic auction design problem. A seller wishes to sell a single
unit to one of several potential buyers. The seller values the object at zero, and seeks to
maximize her expected revenue. The buyers have quasi-linear utility, private values, and an
outside option with utility zero. The seller has a subjective belief over the vector of buyers’
values. CE allow the seller to believe that different buyers’ values are not stochastically
independent. CE assume the support of the seller’s belief to be finite.

The seller is uncertain about the buyers beliefs about each other. CE’s model of the
seller’s choice in the face of this uncertainty is a maxmin model. The seller chooses the
mechanism that maximizes the minimum expected revenue where the minimum is taken
over a set of possible hypotheses about the buyers’ beliefs about each other. In CE, a
hypothesis is a probability distribution over the universal type space. For simplicity, we
avoid reference to the universal type space in this note. Our more detailed description
below of the seller’s beliefs about the buyers’ beliefs is equivalent to CE’s.

In this note, we think of every hypothesis considered by the seller as having two com-
ponents. The first component is a type space.3 We follow CE in allowing the buyers’ types
in the type space to have arbitrary subjective beliefs about other buyers’ types. These
beliefs need not be related to the seller’s beliefs about buyers’ values, nor do they need
to be derived from a prior common to the buyers. The second component of a hypothesis
about the buyers’ beliefs is a probability distribution over the type space. The marginal
of this probability distribution over buyers’ value vectors has to coincide with the seller’s
belief over buyers’ value vectors referred to in the previous paragraph. Many hypotheses,
i.e. type spaces and probability distributions on these type spaces, are compatible with
the seller’s belief about the buyers’ values. Let us call such probability distributions, and
also the hypotheses that include such probability distributions, “admissible.” The set of
hypotheses that the seller considers is the set of all admissible hypotheses.

CE postulate a mechanism designer who evaluates a mechanism by considering every
admissible hypothesis about buyers’ beliefs about each other, picking for every such hy-
pothesis a Bayesian equilibrium of the mechanism on the hypothesis’ type space,4 and
then calculating the expected revenue of the mechanism using the probability distribution
that forms part of the hypothesis. The mechanism designer then chooses a mechanism
that maximizes the minimum expected revenue, where the minimum is taken over all ad-
missible hypotheses about the buyers’ beliefs about each other. CE call any mechanism
that maximizes the minimum expected revenue among all mechanisms that yield on every
type space for every type of every agent interim expected utility of at least zero (interim
individual rationality), a mechanism with “maxmin foundations.”

3See Section 2.2 of Bergemann and Morris [1] for the formal definition of a type space that is relevant
here.

4CE invoke the revelation principle and focus on direct mechanisms. The seller’s ability to choose
equilibria is implicit in this approach.
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CE’s main result states conditions for the seller’s beliefs about buyers’ value vectors
such that a dominant strategy mechanism exists that satisfies ex post individual ratio-
nality and that has maxmin foundations.5 Note that for a dominant strategy mechanism
the expected revenue is constant across type spaces and admissible probability distribu-
tions over such type spaces, as long as the mechanism designer assumes that agents play
their dominant strategies. Thus, dominant strategy mechanisms might intuitively seem
appealing for a mechanism designer who uses a maxmin criterion.

The reader will have no difficulties convincing herself that a sufficient, though not obvi-
ously necessary, condition for a dominant strategy, ex post individually rational mechanism
to have maxmin foundations is that it maximizes expected revenue among all incentive
compatible and interim individually rational mechanisms for some specific type space and
probability distribution over that type space. In this case, the dominant strategy auction
has, in CE’s terminology, Bayesian foundations.

CE use a simple graph to illustrate maxmin foundations, Bayesian foundations, and
their connection. We show a version of this graph in Figure 1. The horizontal axis symbol-
ically represents different type spaces and admissible probability distributions over those
type spaces. The vertical axis represents the auctioneer’s expected revenue. Different
lines represent different mechanisms6 Figure 1 shows only three mechanisms. For simplic-
ity, we assume that these three mechanisms are the only possible mechanisms. For each
mechanism, the line representing that mechanism shows for every type space, and admissi-
ble probability distribution over that type space, the equilibrium expected revenue of the
mechanism.

In Figure 1, the horizontal and straight line corresponds to a dominant strategy mech-
anism. The line representing a dominant strategy mechanism is always straight because
in a dominant strategy mechanism a player’s optimal strategies is belief independent - it
depends only on the player’s value. Moreover, the marginal probability distribution over
values is by assumption constant along the horizontal axis and equal to the seller’s belief.
For other mechanisms, of course, the expected revenue may depend on the type space and
the probability distribution over the type space, which is why we have drawn the other
two lines in Figure 1 as curvy lines.

Now consider the type space and probability distribution that correspond to the point
in which the vertical line in Figure 1 touches the horizontal axis. For this type space and
probability distribution over this type space, the dominant strategy mechanism yields the
largest expected revenue among the three mechanisms. The dominant strategy mechanism
therefore has Bayesian foundations. This implies that this mechanism also has maxmin
foundations. In fact, the minimum expected revenue of the dominant strategy mechanism
is, of course, the expected revenue for any type space and probability distribution over

5Ex post rationality ensures that for the buyers participation in the mechanism is a dominant strategy.
6And their Bayesian equilibria. For simplicity, we omit explicit reference to the mechanisms’ Bayesian

equilibria in this discussion.
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type spaces and admissible probability distributions over type spaces
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Figure 1: A maxmin optimal dominant strategy mechanism

that type space, because for the dominant strategy mechanism the expected revenue does
not depend on the type space and probability distribution. For other mechanisms we
don’t actually have to find a particular type space and probability distribution at which
the expected revenue is minimized. This is because the minimum expected revenue can
not be larger than the expected revenue in the type space for which the dominant strategy
is optimal. Therefore the dominant strategy mechanism maximizes minimum expected
revenue, and thus has maxmin foundations.

CE’s main result provides sufficient conditions for the seller’s beliefs about buyers’
values such that there exists a type space and admissible probability distribution over
that type space for which the mechanism that maximizes expected revenue among all
dominant strategy, ex post individually rational mechanisms has Bayesian, and hence
maxmin foundations. As mentioned earlier, these conditions allow for correlated values,
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and generalize Myerson’s [14] regularity conditions. The details of these conditions are
irrelevant for this note.

2 The Critique

Our concern in this note is with CE’s definition of maxmin foundations. Our critique of
CE’s definition is easily illustrated in CE’s graph. We shall show below that whenever
there are at least three potential buyers, there is for every dominant strategy mechanism
with maxmin foundations always a modification of that mechanism for which expected
revenue is represented by a line that coincides, or is above, the horizontal line representing
the dominant strategy mechanism. Moreover, the modified mechanism satisfies interim
individual rationality on all type spaces. In Figure 2 the horizontal line represents again
a dominant strategy mechanism with maxmin foundations, and the dashed green line
represents the alternative mechanism that we shall construct. Obviously, the dashed line
has to touch the horizontal line at least for the type space for which we assume that the
dominant strategy mechanism maximizes expected revenue among all Bayesian incentive
compatible, interim individually rational mechanisms. The dashed line may touch the
horizontal line in other points as well. Our claim will only be that the dashed line never
dips below the horizontal line, and that it is sometimes higher than the horizontal line.

Let us take for a moment for granted that we can construct the mechanism represented
by a dashed line in Figure 2. Note that CE say that both mechanisms shown in Figure
2 have maxmin foundations. This is because the two mechanisms have the same mini-
mum expected revenue. But an auctioneer who is uncertain about the type space, as CE’s
auctioneer is, would surely prefer the dashed line mechanism over the dominant strategy
mechanism. It does never worse, and sometimes better than the dominant strategy mech-
anism. In the language of game theory, one could say that the dashed line mechanism
weakly, but not strictly dominates the dominant strategy mechanism. For this reason, we
question whether CE have found persuasive foundations of dominant strategy mechanisms.
If one modified their notion of maxmin foundations, ruling out mechanisms that are weakly
dominated in the way illustrated in Figure 2, then dominant strategy mechanisms in their
setting would have no maxmin foundations.

The mechanism represented by the dashed line in Figure 2 can be constructed follows
(assuming that there are at least three players). Players 1 and 2’s strategy set is the
Cartesian product of their strategy sets in the dominant strategy mechanism and the set
fY;Ng. All other players’ strategy sets are not changed. The second component of player
1’s and 2’s strategy indicates whether they accept or reject a bet on player 3’s value. Player
1 pays x to player 2 if player 3 has some particular value �, and player 2 pays x to player
1 otherwise. Both players have to pay a fee of " > 0 to the mechanism designer if they
take up this bet. The allocation rule for the object is not changed, nor are the payment
rules, except that we add for players 1 and 2 payments resulting from the bet, in case both
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Figure 2: A mechanism that improves upon the dominant strategy mechanism

players have chosen Y . If at least one player chose N , then the bet is not accepted, and
in that case no payments are added. Note that in this construction we assume that the
dominant strategy mechanism reveals agent 3’s type. This is by the revelation principle
without loss of generality.

It is obvious that players other than players 1 and 2 have the same dominant strategy in
the amended mechanism as in the original mechanism. The only players whose incentives
could conceivably be affected by the betting scheme are players 1 and 2. However, because
of the additive nature of quasi-linear preferences, bidding and betting incentives don’t
interact. In other words, also players 1 and 2 will continue to choose their dominant
strategy in the original mechanism. Moreover, there is an equilibrium in which, in some
type spaces, players 1 and 2 will accept the bet. Consider type spaces in which all players’
beliefs about other players’ values are common knowledge, and in which players 1 and 2
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have sufficiently different subjective probabilities that player 3’s value is �. Then accepting
the bet is an optimal strategy for players 1 and 2 regardless of their types, provided the fee
charged by the auctioneer is not too large. On all other type spaces, assume that players
1 and 2 reject the bet. Note that interim individual rationality will obviously be satisfied
in the equilibrium described for all types in all type spaces.

The new mechanism, with the Bayesian equilibrium that we described, never yields
lower revenue than the dominant strategy mechanism. However, when the bet is accepted,
it yields strictly higher revenue than the dominant strategy mechanism because the auc-
tioneer receives the fees that the players pay for their bets. It is for this reason that the
dashed mechanism in Figure 2 sometimes yields strictly higher expected revenue than the
dominant strategy mechanism.

Observe that the argument just presented can be made for any mechanism. It does not
depend on the the fact that we started with a dominant strategy mechanism that is maxmin
optimal. Indeed, for every mechanism one can construct a mechanism that does better for
some type spaces, and equally well as the given mechanism by adding a further betting
opportunity. Thus, one can construct an infinite sequence of mechanisms doing ever better.
We show this for the dashed line mechanism in Figure 3. The better mechanism is the
dotted line mechanism. For that mechanism, in turn, there is an even better mechanism,
indicated by the dashed and dotted line. Thus, no mechanism is optimal in a plausible
sense if the mechanism designer has large uncertainty about the type space.

CE explicitly construct in the proof of their main result the type space for which the
dominant strategy mechanism is optimal, that is, the type space that corresponds to the
vertical line in Figures 1-3. In this type space, as constructed by CE, agents have beliefs
that are not necessarily derived from a common prior. Why is it then that, as CE’s proof
shows, the dominant strategy mechanism is expected revenue maximizing? If side betting
were possible, as we just argued, no mechanism is optimal. It must, therefore, be that side
betting is not profitable in the type space constructed by CE, even though agents’ beliefs
are not derived from a common prior. Indeed, Morris [12] has emphasized that the absence
of a common prior by itself does not imply the possibility of speculative trade. Lemma A2
(v) in [12] shows that in our setting no side bets are possible if beliefs are a “noisy version
of some consistent beliefs.” Common prior beliefs are a special case of consistent beliefs.
Morris defines a noisy version of a common prior belief � to be a system of conditional
beliefs � where each type’s conditional beliefs are a convex combination of the conditional
beliefs under �, and the conditional beliefs of other types under �. From equation (6) in
CE it is immediate that the conditional beliefs in the type space that CE construct satisfy
Morris’ condition for the absence of profitable side bets.7

7CE (pages 458-459) discuss in the context of an example the possibility of bets based on differences in
subjective beliefs. Their example has only two bidders, and they focus on bets between the auctioneer and
a bidder. They show that in their example such bets cannot be incentive compatible and profitable for the
auctioneer.
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Figure 3: A sequence of mechanisms, each improving on the previous one

3 Further Comments

The argument of Section 2 would not be valid if CE had restricted attention to the type
spaces characterized by Morris [12] that do not allow speculative trade. This seems a prag-
matic way of proceeding.8 CE’s proof of the existence of Bayesian and maxmin foundations
for dominant strategy mechanisms would continue to be valid, as the type space that they
construct is included among those characterized by Morris, as mentioned above. On the
other hand, the argument presented in this note, which is based on side bets, would no
longer apply. This, obviously, does not imply that there is no mechanism that is superior
in the sense of Figure 2 to the mechanism constructed by CE. Whether there is such a

8The conceptual foundations of such an approach are not quite clear. See Morris’ [13] discussion of
reasons for allowing beliefs not derived from common prior.
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mechanism when only type spaces that don’t allow profitable side bets are considered is a
subject for further research.

If one goes further and restricts attention to common prior type spaces, CE’s proof of
Bayesian foundations for dominant strategy mechanisms can no longer be used, because
the type space that they construct is in general not a common prior type space.9 It is,
however, a common prior type space when the mechanism designer believes that agents’
values are independently distributed. CE note themselves that in this case it is sufficient
for their argument to refer to common prior type spaces. They also prove in their Theorem
2 a form of robustness of this observation with respect to perturbations in the mechanism
designer’s beliefs, and they show by means of an example that when only common prior
type spaces are considered, and types may be correlated, then it may be that no dominant
strategy mechanism has maxmin foundations, even if the CE regularity condition holds.

For the case of independent types, there is by now a stronger result available (Theorem
1 and 2 of Gershkov et. al. [9], together with their Remark 1) which implies that if
the mechanism designer believes that agents’ values are independently distributed, then a
dominant strategy auction is optimal for the type space in which types are equal to payoff
types, and the common prior over types equals the mechanism designer’s beliefs. This
result does not assume any regularity condition for the marginal distributions of agents’
types. Moreover, the dominant strategy auction is ex post individually rational. Thus, in
this case there is always a dominant strategy mechanisms with maxmin foundations in the
sense of CE. As in the previous paragraph, it is a subject for further research whether there
is no mechanism that is superior in the sense of Figure 2 to the mechanism constructed by
Gershkov et. al.10

The argument of this note would not be valid if agents could arrange side-bets without
requiring he intermediation of the mechanism designer. The design of optimal mechanisms
in an environment which the mechanism designer only partially controls is an important
subject for future work.

The foundations of dominant strategy mechanisms have also been examined by Berge-
mann and Morris [1]. They consider a mechanism designer who wants to implement a
fixed social choice correspondence. They don’t model explicitly the mechanism designer’s
objectives that are reflected in this social choice correspondence. They find foundations for

9Recent papers by Brooks [5] and Farinha Luz [8] consider the design of optimal auctions for general
common prior type spaces.

10Gershkov et. al.’s main result is much stronger than what we refer to in the text. They show in fact
for independent types and quasi-linear utility that every Bayesian incentive compatible mechanism that is
interim individually rational has an equivalent dominant strategy mechanism that is ex post individually
rational and that gives the same interim expected utility to all agents and creates the same ex ante expected
surplus. Note, by the way, that classic results that establish that Bayesian mechanism design problems have
dominant strategy mechanisms as their solutions (Theorem 1 of Crémer and McLean [7] and Proposition
6 of Mookherjee and Reichelstein [11]) do not directly apply in this context because, unlike Gershkov et.
al.’s result, these results don’t guarantee that the dominant strategy mechanism satisfies ex post individual
rationality.
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dominant strategy mechanisms when the social choice correspondence is singleton valued,
in which case it might include a target level of side-bets, or when the mechanism designer
does not care about monetary transfers, in which case the issue of side bets is irrelevant.
In these two cases, if the social choice correspondence can be (partially) implemented at
all, then it can be implemented by a dominant strategy mechanism.

Neeman [15] has also sought to provide a defense of a dominant strategy mechanism,
the English auction. He identifies circumstances in which the expected revenue from the
English auction approximates the first best revenue. Neeman defines first best revenue to
be the revenue that could be obtained if the bidder with the highest value made a payment
equal to her value. Thus, Neeman’s benchmark rules out side bets.
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